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Abstract 
For an orientation G of a simple graph G, -Ni7 [x] denotes the vertex  together with all those 
vertices in ~ for which there are arcs directed toward x. A set S of vertices of ~ is an efficient 
dominating set (EDS) of G provided that [IqS[x]nS [= 1 for every x in G. An efficiency of G is 
an ordered pair (~, S), where S is an EDS of the orientation ~ of G. The number of distinct 
efficiencies of G is denoted by t/(G). We give a formula for t/(G) which allows us to calculate it for 
complete graphs, complete bipartite graphs, cycles, and paths. We find the minimum and 
maximum value of t/(G) among all graphs with a fixed number of edges. We also find the 
minimum and maximum value of t/(G), as well as the extremal graphs, among all graphs with 
a fixed number of vertices. Finally, we show that the probability a random oriented graph has 
an EDS is exponentially small when such graph is chosen according to a uniform distribution. 
1. Introduction 
Dominat ion is a frequently studied property of networks. (See the bibliography of 
Haynes et al. [7], which contains more than 950 entries.) A measure of the efficiency of 
domination in graphs was given by Bange et al. [2]. 
A simple graph G has vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G), with IV(G)[ = n and 
IE(G)[ = m. We let No(x) and NG[x], respectively, denote the open and the closed 
neighborhoods o fx~ V(G). We call S ~_ V(G) a dominating set of G if NG[x]c~S ~ 0 
for every x ~ V(G). A dominating set S is called an effiient dominating set of G if 
IN~[xqc~SI = 1 for every vertex x~ V(G). 
Unfortunately, as shown in [2], not every graph has an efficient dominating set and, 
moreover, it is an NP-complete problem to determine whether a given graph has an 
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efficient dominating set. In addition, it has been shown by Clark [5], that, for 
a wide range of p, almost every random graph G ~ (#(n, p) has no efficient dominat- 
ing set. 
Although domination has been extensively studied in undirected graphs, it is 
natural to think of a dominating set as a one-way relationship between vertices of the 
graph. Indeed, among the earliest literature on the subject, von Neumann and 
Morgenstern [9] used what is now called domination i  digraphs to find solutions (or 
kernels, which are independent dominating sets) for cooperative n-person games. 
Most likely, the first formulation of domination by Berge [4] was given in the context 
of digraphs and, only some years later by Ore [10] for undirected graphs. Despite this 
history, examination of domination and its variants in digraphs has been essentially 
overlooked (see [7] for an overview of the domination literature). We will examine the 
natural extension of efficient domination to oriented graphs, an appropriate setting 
for efficient domination in that it yields more satisfying results than efficient domina- 
tion in graphs. 
For an orientation i~ of a simple graph G and a vertex  ~ V(G), let .N~(x) denote the 
set of vertices in ~ with arcs directed from them to x and ~C[x] = N~(x)u{x}. We call 
S _~ V(G) a dominating set of ~ if.Nc(x)cTS ~ 0 for every x e V(i~). A dominating set is 
called an efficient dominating set (EDS) of ~ if I~[x]nSl = 1 for every x ~ V(i~). We 
call S _c V((~) an independent set of ~ if ]VC(x)nS = 0 for every x~S. Clearly, an 
efficient dominating set of G is an independent set of G, but not conversely. We will 
suppress the subscript G or G if the context is clear. 
As we have noted, undirected graphs possessing an efficient dominating set are rare. 
However, every graph has an orientation with an efficient dominating set. 
Theorem 1. For every maximal indpendent set I of a 9raph G, there exists an orientation 
-~ of G with efficient dominatin9 set I. 
Proof. Let I be a maximal independent set of G. Since I is maximal, N(w)cTI v~ 0 
for all we V(G) - 1. Select one v~N(w)cTI and direct the edge {v, w} from v to w; for 
all other ueN(w)cTI direct the edge {u, w} from w to u. Any edges of G that do not 
receive an orientation after this has been done for all w • V(G) - I may be directed 
arbitrarily. [] 
We note that not every orientation of a graph having diameter at least two can be 
efficiently dominated. For any pair u, v of vertices of G at distance 2 outwardly direct 
all edges incident with either vertex and arbitrarily orient all remaining edges; this 
orientation has no EDS. 
Barkauskas and Host [3] showed that determining whether an arbitrary oriented 
graph has an efficient dominating set is NP-complete. Hence, the prospect of finding 
a 'nice' structural characterization f oriented graphs having efficient dominating sets 
is remote. As a result, we turn our attention from existence no enumeration (where the 
latter can give information about the former). 
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Fig. I. Orientations of graphs that have more than one EDS. 
An efficiency of a graph G is an ordered pair (~, S) where G is an orientation of 
G and S is an efficient dominating set of G. We denote the number of efficiencies of 
G by q(G) and the number of orientations of G having an efficient dominating set by 
O(G). While r/(G) >_- O(G), they are, in general, different since an orientation may have 
more than one efficient dominating set (see Figs. l(a)-(c)). Characterizing those graphs 
where q(G) = O(G) appears difficult. It is interesting to note that a closely related 
result appears in [9]. 
Theorem (von Neumann and Morgenstern). Every finite acyclic digraph has a unique 
independent dominating set. 
Corollary 1. Let ~ be an orientation of a tree. I f  T has an efficient dominating set, then 
it is unique. Hence rl(T) = O(T). 
A more general condition for uniqueness of efficient dominating sets is the 
following: 
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Fig. 3. Graphs that do not have an orientation with more than one EDS. 
Theorem 2. Let -G be an orientation of graph G havin9 no chordless even cycles. I f  -G has 
an efficient dominatin9 set, then it is unique. Hence q(G) = O(G). 
Proof. Assume that $1 and S 2 are  distinct efficient dominating sets for i~. Let V 1 ~ S 1 
with vl ¢$2. Because $2 dominates G, there is a vertex ul ~ $2 that dominates v~; that is, 
(Ul, vl) is an arc in ~. (See Fig. 2.) Moreover, Ux ¢Sa, so there is a vertex v2 ~ $1, distinct 
from v~, that dominates ua. Since v2¢$2, there is a vertex u2 ~ $2, distinct from ul, that 
dominates v2. Note that the graph cannot contain edges joining vertices in the same 
dominating set, so edges {vl, v2} and {ul, u2} are not in G. Since G has no chordless 
cycles of even length, vertex u2 must be dominated by a vertex of $1 other than vl or 
v2. This new vertex v3 must in turn be dominated by yet another vertex from $2. 
Because ~ is finite, this procedure cannot continue indefinitely. Thus, ~ cannot have 
distinct efficient dominating sets. [] 
The condition of having no chordless even cycles, though sufficient, is not necessary 
for ~/(G) = O(G), as Figs. 3(a) and (b) show. 
At first sight it may appear that the introduction of the notion of an efficiency of 
a graph and r/(G) is unwarranted. However, it is precisely this concept which allows 
for unexpectedly pretty results; we have few analogs for O(G). 
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2. Counting the efliciencies of a graph 
The following theorem provides a theoretical formula for computing r/(G). 
Theorem 3. Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges. Let J denote the set of 
maximal independent sets of G. Then 
IN(x)nll 
r/(G) = ~ 2 m-"+lll l--[ 21N(x)~n-l" (1) 
leJ  x¢l 
Proof. Let I be a maximal independent set of G. Let x be a vertex of G with x(EI. 
Because x must be dominated by exactly one of its neighbors, there are I N(x)nll  ways 
to dominate x, but once that choice is made, the remaining IN(x)nlI - 1 edges must 
be directed outward from x. Thus, for a given maximal independent set I, the number 
of ways that the edges of G can be directed so that I becomes an efficient dominating 
set is 
2 m-~''~'lN(x)nll 1-I IN(x)¢~II 
x¢l 
or, equivalently 
IN(x)nll 
2m-n+lll I-I 21N(x)¢~11-1 
x¢l 
Summing this expression over all maximal independent sets yields r/(G). [] 
Eq. (1) is not especially useful, in general, since the number of maximal independent 
sets in a graph can grow exponentially with the number of vertices (see I-6, 8]). 
However, it is easy to compute r/in some special cases. 
Corollary 2. For the complete graph Kn, 
r/(Kn) = n2 (~)-n+ 1 = n2 ("~1) 
and for the complete bipartite graph 
r / (K l ,n -  1) = n. 
Ka,b, rl(Ka, b) -~ b a + a b. In  particular, 
For paths and cycles, r/can be computed from a simple recurrence. 
Theorem 4. I f  P, is the path with n vertices, then rl(Pn ) = pn satisfies the recurrence 
Pn = 2pn-2 + 2pn-3, Pl = 1, P2 = 2, P3 = 3. Consequently, q(P,) ~ ae ~, where a - 
0.58644 and ~ - 1.76929. 
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Proof. Let v k denote an endpoint of path Pk. If k/> 2, any efficiency of Pk contains 
Vk or its neighbor, so letting ak denote the number of efficiencies that contain Vk, 
we have 
rl(Pk) = /gk = ak + ak- 1. 
Moreover, if k/> 4 and an efficiency contains Ok, it also contains either the vertex at 
distance 2 or the vertex at distance 3 from Vk. In either case there are two ways to 
orient the connecting edges. Thus, 
/gk = 2(ak -2  q-  ak-3) + 2(ak-a + ak-4) = 2pk-2 + 2pk-3. 
It is easy to verify that Pl = 1, P2 ---- 2, 193 = 3. 
The solution has the form p. = aa" + bfl" + cy", where a, fl, 7 are the roots of the 
characteristic equation x 3 - 2x - 2 = 0. Their approximate values are 
a-0.58644,  b -  - 0.04322 - 0.09670i, c = b, 
ct-" 1.76929, f l -  - 0.88465 - 0.58974i, 7 = ft. 
Since I~1 > max{lfll, I~1}, we have that q(P.) ~ a~". []  
Theorem 5. I f  C. is the cycle with n vertices, then q(C,) = c, satisfies the recurrence 
c n = 2Cn_ 2 q- 2Cn_3, where ca = 6, c4 = 8, c5 = 20, for  n >>, 6. Consequently, q(C.) has 
the same asymptotic limit as q(P.). 
Proof. It is easy to compute ca, c,,  and c5. For  n ~> 6, label the vertices of cycle C. 
clockwise as ul, u2, . . . ,u. .  Let a. denote the number of efficiencies of C, that use 
vertex u.. Any efficiency of C. that contains u, must also contain either u._ 2 or u._ 3. 
In either case there are two ways to orient the connecting edges. By identifying Un with 
u,-2 (or u._ 3) we can create a corresponding efficiency for cycle C._ 2 (or C._ 3) that 
contains vertex u, -2 (or u,-3). Thus, we obtain the recursion a. = 2a, -2  + 2a._3 
(with a3 = 2, a4 = 4, as = 8). 
For each efficiency of C,, either u, is in the efficiency, u._ 1 is in the efficiency, or 
both ul and u.-2 are in the efficiency. The number of efficiencies in each of the first 
two classes is a.. Each efficiency in the third case corresponds to an efficiency of the 
cycle with n - 3 vertices formed by identifying the vertices ul and u,-2.  Since edge 
{u., u._ 1} can be oriented in either direction, the number of such efficiencies is 2a._ 3- 
Therefore, for n/> 9, we have 
c. = 2a, + 2a.-3 = 2(2an-2 + 2an-a) + 2(2a,_5 + 2a.-6) -- 2c,-2 + 2c.-3.  
It is easy to verify that the recurrence also holds for n = 6, 7, and 8. Since this is the 
recurrence for p. (with different initial conditions), c, ~ a~", where a - 0.58644 and 
- 1.76929. []  
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3. A probabilistie result 
Let ~2, denote the set of all oriented graphs on [hi = {1, 2, ...,n} where each 
oriented graph is chosen randomly according to a uniform distribution. Then 
@ 
/=0  
and, hence, Pr (G)= 3-(11 for each Gel2,. We call G eO,  a random oriented 
graph. 
We next show that nearly every random oriented graph has no efficient dominating 
set. 
Theorem 6. Pr(Gef2,: G has an EDS) = o(0.9)". 
Proof. First, observe that an efficient dominating set S of G must be an independent 
set of G, for which the edges of G may be oriented arbitrarily. Hence, 
P r (~£2, :  ~ has EDS S with ISl >/t) 
~< Pr (~O, :  ~ has an independent set S with ISI >/t) 
<~ (n)  E ( ,2) -{~)  2"3 @= 3 -@~<2"3 -@ . 
~=~\s/ t=o \ l ~=, 
Now set t = [- 2n U2 "] + 1, so that (~) t> 2n. Then 
Pr(GeO,:  G has EDS S with ISI/> t) ~< {2) 
Next, let S _~ In] with ISI = s, S= {u~,u2, ...,u,-~}, and (A~, A2 . . . . .  A,_~) be an 
(n - s)-tuple of nonempty (but not necessarily pairwise disjoint) subsets of S. For 
a graph G on [hi with NG(ul)c~S = Ai, 1 <<, i <<, n, there are l-[~'=-~ IAil ways to choose 
one arc in each A~ to dominate u~. The edges of G incident only with the vertices of 
may be oriented arbitrarily. Hence, 
Pr(Gef2,: G has EDS S with ISI ~ t - 1) 
t I n -s  f lU )  
s= l  (ADA2,. . . ,A. ~) "= /=0 
z = ,..., IAil 
s=l  (AD Az . . . . .  A._s) i=1  
z H = ~ IAi] 3 sn+s(s+l)/2 
s=l  (A1, A 2 . . . . .  A, ~) i=1  
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where the second summation is taken over all of the (2 s -  1) "-s (n -  s)-tuples 
(A1, A2, ... ,A,-A of non-empty subsets of a fixed set S with ISI = s. Then 
Pr(Get2.: ~ has EDS S with ISl ~< t - 1) 
t-1 (s2SXn(3(s+l,]2~s 
8 It is readily seen that s2S/3 ~ = s(~) ~ ~< ~ for any positive integer s, with equality holding 
for s = 2, 3. For 0(s) = 3 (s÷ 1)/2/s2~, we have g(1) = ~ and g(2) = < 1. For s ~> 1 
g(s+ 1) w/3s x/~ 
g(s~T--  2s +--2 < ~ < 1, 
_<3_ so that (g(s)) s ..~ 2, for any positive integer s. Hence, 
Pr(GeO,: ~has EDS Swith lSl <<.t-1)_<3 (~)" t£  ( : )  "~2 S=I  
Now (t - 1)!/> (~_~A1)'-' when 
l<~s<~t-1, 
(:) ) n 
< t -1  <(~-1)-------5 
Then 
t~>2. For n1>20, 2~<t- l~<n/2 ,  so that when 
en ~t- 1 
~< \t---~-~] ~< (e~/-n)r :,fil~< (e~/-n)3~. 
/u \ .  
Pr(Gel2,: ~has  EDS S with IS[ <~t-1)<~n(ev/n)3~/~lg)=o(0.9)'. 
The theorem now follows from (2), and (3). [] 
(3) 
Remark. Note that in Theorem 6, we may replace 0.9 with any constant greater than 
3. Also, note that the number of oriented graphs having an efficient dominating set is 
o(0.9"3(~)). 
4. Extremal results 
Several extremal questions involving the function r/will be resolved in this section. 
Let q.(n, m) and ~/*(n, m) denote the minimum and the maximum values, respectively, 
attained by q over all graphs with n vertices and m edges. A graph with m edges has 2" 
distinct orientations, but since some orientations may have more than one domina- 
ting set, it is not clear that q*(n, m) ~< 2 m. However, this is in fact the case. 
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Theorem 7. Let m be fixed. Then ~/*(n, m) ~< 2 =, with equality for the graph on m disjoint 
KE'S and n - 2m >7 0 isolated points. 
Proof. Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges. Observe that I is a maximal 
independent set if and only if V(G) - I is a minimal covering set. Let cg denote the set 
of minimal covers of G. From (1), we obtain 
[N(x)c',l[ 
r/(G) = ~ 2"-"+1'1 l~ 2 IN(x)nll-I ~< Y', 2m-"+l'l = Z 2"-IC1' 
le.Y s x¢l I~J C~(~ 
The proof will be completed by showing that ~c~2 -Icl ~< 1. Let C~ be a minimum 
(so minimal) cover of G of cardinality a, and let ~(C,)  denote its power set. Define 
f :~-~(C , )  by f (C )=CnC, .  Suppose that C, De(g with f (C )=f (D) .  If 
x~C-  D, then x¢C,.  Since C is minimal, x is not isolated. For every yeN(x),  
y~ q,  nD since C~ and D are covers, so ye  C. But then C - {x} is a cover, and C is not 
minimal. Hence C - D -- 0 = D - C (by symmetry), so C = D and f is injective. 
Therefore, 
I~1 ~ I~(C~)l = 2% 
Also, since I CI ~> a for all C e ~' 
2 - I<  ~< y '  2 -~ ~< 2~2 -= = 1. 
C~ C~ 
Note that equality implies that f is a bijection, that [C[ = c~ for all C e c~, and that 
[N(x)nl] ~< 2 for all x¢I  and all I~,¢.  [] 
A more difficult question seems to be determining t/*(n, m) if the function t/ is 
restricted to the class of connected graphs. Fig. 4 shows the graphs that maximize 
t /over the class of connected graphs for 4 ~< rn ~< 10. The reader is cautioned that 
although a pattern seems to emerge starting at m = 7, as discussed more thoroughly in 
[1], this pattern does not persist. 
To obtain q,(n, m) for fixed m, we make use of the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. I f  u is a vertex of degree d in a graph G, then tl(G ) >1 tl(G - u) + d. 
Proof. The result is trivial for d = 0, so assume d/> 1, and let N(u) --- {V l ,  v2 ,  . . .  ,Vd}. 
Let $1 be the set of efficiencies of G - u that contain no members of N(u) and let $2 
denote the set of efficiencies that contain at least one member of N(u), so that 
~(6-u)  = I& l+ Is21. 
Any efficiency in S~ can be extended to an efficiency of G by including u in the 
dominating set and directing all edges incident with u toward u. The set $2 is not 
empty, and we assert hat each efficiency in it can be extended to at least d efficiencies 
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Fig. 4. Graphs with m edges that maximize r/.
of G as follows. If the vertices in the dominating set of the efficiency adjacent to u are 
vl ,  v2 . . . . .  Vk, direct the edge from one of these vertices toward u and the others away 
from u. The remaining d - k edges incident with u can be oriented in either direction. 
Since k2 d-k >/d, for 1 ~< k ~< d, the assertion is verified. 
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Finally, at least one more efficiency of G can be formed by including u in the 
dominating set and directing all edges incident with u away from u. Thus, we have that 
q(G) ~ [Sx I q- dlS2l 4- 1 = o(G - u)4- (d - 1)1S2[ 4- 1 
>~ rl(G - u) + d - l + l = tl(G - u) + d. [] 
Theorem 8. Let m be fixed. Then r/,(n, m)/> m + 1, with equality for the graph 
consisting of the star KI, , ,  and n - m - 1 >~ 0 isolated vertices. 
Proof. The claim is easily verified by inspection for rn ~< 3. Let m >/4, and assume that 
the assertion is true for all graphs with fewer than m edges. Let G be a graph with 
m edges. If u is a vertex of degree d >~ 1, then by Lemma 1 and the inductive 
hypothesis, 
r / (G) />r / (G-u)+d>~(m-d+l )+d=m+l .  
Corollary 2 establishes that Kl.m is an extremal graph when n >/m + 1. [] 
Clearly, 
n isolated 
r/,(n, m) ~> 
r/*(n, m) is 
for fixed n, t/.(n, m) >~ 1, with equality only for the graph consisting of 
vertices. (If the graph is required to be connected, then by Theorem 8, 
n, with r/(KI.n-1)= n.) The next theorem will show that, for fixed n, 
a strictly increasing function of m. Hence, 
r/*(n, m) ~< n2 ("~1), 
with equality only for Kn. The proof of the theorem requires a lemma that is perhaps 
of interest itself. 
Lemma 2. Let u, v be non-adjacent vertices in G with N(u) ~_ N(v). I f  G + uv is the 
graph obtained from G by adding edge {u, v}, then rl(G + uv) > rl(G). 
Proof. Let q,,v(G), tlur,(G), rlr, v(G), and r/a~(G) denote the number of efficiencies of the 
graph G that contain both vertices u and v; u and not v; v and not u; and neither u 
nor v, respectively, in the efficient dominating set. We will establish the lemma by 
comparing the terms of r/(G) = r/u~(G) + quo(G) + rl,~v(G) + rlao(G) with the corres- 
ponding terms of tl(G + uv). 
If C is a minimal cover of G, let tc be the number of edges that are covered twice 
by the vertices in C, and for each x e C, let dx be the number of edges that are 
covered only by vertex x. Note that r/c = 2 tc l-lx~c d~ is the number of efficiencies 
of G with dominating set V(G) - C. Clearly, C is a minimal cover of G containing 
both u and v if and only if C is a minimal cover of G + uv containing u and v. Since tc 
is one larger in G + uv than in G, we have that 2r/u~(G)= tlu~(G + uv), so that 
rluv(G) <~ rh, v(G + uv). 
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Fig. 5. N(v) contains N(u). If a minimal cover does not contain v, it does not contain u, and at least two 
edges are covered by w. 
A minimal cover of G that does not contain v contains all of the neighbors of v. 
Hence, as shown in Fig. 5, the cover will not contain u since it is minimal and 
N(u) c_ N(v). Thus ~/,o(G) = 0, and so, q,o(G) <~ q,o(G + uv). 
If C is a minimal cover of G containing v but not u, then C is also a minimal 
cover of G + uv. However, the value of dv is one larger in G + uv than it is in G, 
so ~a~(G) < qao(G + uv). 
If C contains neither u nor v, then C contains N(u) and N(v). Certainly, Cw{u} is 
a minimal cover for G + uv because N(u) ~_ N(v). We claim that qc ~< ~/c~{,}, which is 
clear when the set of neighbors of u is empty. Referring to Fig. 5, let w be a neighbor 
of u. Note that dw ~> 2. Although there are only dw - 1 edges in G + uv covered 
only by w, if there are t~ doubly covered edges in G, then there are t~ + IN(u)l such 
edges in G + uv. Since 2 (d~-1)>~d~,  we have that r/c ~< r/c~{~}, and thus 
rl~(G) <~ qu~(G + uv). [] 
Theorem 9. I f  G is not a complete graph, it contains a pair of non-adjacent vertices 
u and v for which rl(G ) < rl(G + uv). 
Proof. Let u and v be any non-adjacent pair of vertices in G. If either N(u) ~_ N(v) or 
N(v) ~ N(u), then Lemma 2 applies. So, let ul be a neighbor ofu not adjacent to v and 
let vl be a neighbor of v not adjacent o u. If Ul is adjacent o vl, switch the labels on 
vertices v and Vl. Thus, there exist adjacent vertices u and u~, v and v~ for which u and 
v are not adjacent and ul and Vl are not adjacent. 
Using the notation and method of the proof of Lemma 2, we again compare the 
terms comprising r/(G) and q(G + uv). As shown earlier, q,v(G + uv)= 2quv(G), 
qr,,(G + uv) > t/ft,(G), and tl,~(G + uv) > r/,v(G) (although r/,~(G) may not be 0 in this 
case). However, a new approach to ~/fi~(G) is needed since qav(G + uv) = 0 (minimal 
covers of G + uv contain either u or v). 
We claim that, without loss of generality, it can be assumed that q,o(G) ~> ~/;,v(G). If
C is a minimal cover of G that contains neither u nor v, it must contain both u~ and Vl. 
Thus, ~/~v(G) ~< r/ .... (G). Similarly, r/al~,(G) ~< q,v(G). Therefore, if r/u~(G) ~< qr,~(G), we 
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Fig. 6. ~/(G) = 4.714 x 109;  rl(G q- uv) = 5.655 x108. 
have that qr,,~,(G) <~ rl.v(G) <~ rlr,~(G) <~ q,,v,(G). Switching labels u and ul and labels 
v and vl now gives us r/.v(G) >i rla~(G). We therefore have 
rl(G + uv) = rl,v(G + uv) + qu~(G + uv) + rlr, v(G + uv) + rl~v(G + uv) 
> 2q,v(G) + qua(G) + rlr, v(G) 
>/r/u~(G ) + r/~(G) + r/uv(G ) + r/~v(G) = r/(G). [] 
Corollary 3. Let n be fixed. Then r/*(n, m) ~< n2 ("~') with equality only for K,.  
It is not always true that for any pair of non-adjacent vertices u and v in G, 
rl(G) < q(G + uv). A counterexample is given in Fig. 6, where r/(G) - 4.714 × 109, 
whereas q(G + uv) - 5.655 × 108. 
5. Conclusions 
We conclude this paper with a few open problems that we find interesting. 
(1) Find sharp bounds for r/(G) over the class of all connected graphs of given size 
and of given order. 
(2) Find the growth rate of max, r/*(n, m) over the class of connected graphs. For 
small values of m, our results indicate that 
max, r/*(n, m + 2) 
3~< ~<4. 
max, q*(n, m) 
(3) Characterize those graphs for which r/(G)= O(G). Failing this, characterize 
those oriented graphs with a unique EDS. 
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